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“Honeyed words like bees, gilded and sticky, with a
little sting”.
—EH Wylie [1885 -1928], Pretty Words
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GRIDATORIAL

FROM THE ADJUDICATOR

Following Patrick’s resignation, the ANZ Bank
required the Club to appoint a President as a
condition of operating the Club’s Cash Management
Account. As an interim measure the Executive
Committee agreed that Ian Williams should be
nominated as President for this purpose. The
Executive Committee is happy to accept any
suggestions from members that would achieve a
more democratic outcome for the appointment of
a President in the longer term. Any suggestion or
proposal should kindly be made through Jenny,
our Secretary/Treasurer who will coordinate the
suggestions via the Executive Committee.

We trust that members are surviving the
various manifestations of lockdown imposed by
their States and Territories due to Covid 19 and
its Delta variant. We hope that the diversions
contained in CrOZworld are helping to provide
variety in your lives. Thankfully we have had no
reports of members being laid low by the the
dreaded virus. Long may it continue!
Many thanks to the Adjudicator for the month,
Ian Thompson for his expert summary of your
successes and transgressions.
Thank you once again to all contributors,
whether compilers, adjudicators or those
working in the background. Your efforts are
appreciated by all members, as reflected in
your welcome comments.
Good luck with your solving this month.
Puzzle No.

1

2

Ian

It’s nice to see the athletes strutting their stuff at the Olympics
again, and seeing the Aussies doing well so far. This month, in
our sport of mental gymnastics, there were some bad tumbles in
the first round, but competitors performed pretty well after that.
There were many positive comments about all of the puzzles.
Slot 1: An unusually high percentage of solvers lost dots here,
mostly due to two of the non-cryptic clues. Solvers appreciated
the novelty of the famous people theme. Because there clearly
was a theme, it was decided that the 13 KEURBOOMs offered could
not be accepted as correct. The actor Sir Herbert BEERBOHM Tree
was the Tree required – easy if you knew him! The other problem
clue was Swift, and a massive 30 solvers deserve a Swift kick
up the backside for not checking the spelling of his given name.
Conversely, an editorial error occurred in ALLAN (Border). For
this clue all answers were accepted. Errors in many of the cryptic
clues suggested that, overall, this puzzle was a relatively difficult
slot 1.
Slot 2: As you might expect when Penobscot is the setter, there
were comments about the quirkiness of clues and the lateral
thinking required for solving. Nevertheless, most solvers were
successful. PINCH, a double definition clue, was tricky and a few
solvers made incorrect guesses at the answer. Otherwise, most
errors were typos.
Slot 3: This was perhaps slightly trickier than usual for a slot 3,
with several solvers indicating that the large number of long clues
made things tougher. The clues that gave the greatest problems
were EVERYONE and BOTTLE, probably largely due to the tricky
definitions, and also ALTITUDE. There was no excuse for putting
ATTITUDE as the wordplay was clear. Several clues were singled
out for praise, especially DIETER and WAR GOD.
Slot 4: St Jude’s AJ was well-received. EGEST was the clue
that caused the most problems. The word is not commonly
used although it is simply the opposite of ingest, and solvers
were required to remove letters from both ends of an obscure
word, REGESTS (which is what the poet Milton called registers

continued on page 2
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Prizewinner: July 2021 Slots 1-5 all correct: Ann Millard. Congratulations!
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(continued from page 1) according to The Chambers Dictionary). The unusual clue for OUTPOST attracted positive
comments, though perhaps solvers were fortunate that the definition was obvious.
Slot 5: InGrid’s scientific theme was enjoyed by solvers. CHINO and OZONE were the clues that attracted a rich
diversity of alternative solutions. For CHINO, successful solvers most likely thought of that answer and then confirmed
that “hin” was in fact a measure. Those using the CrOZworld version of the puzzle were confused by the clue for
ALCHEMY, but all eventually deduced that there was a typo.
COTM: No stand-out clue this month, with 22 different clues and all slots receiving votes. CROCODILES, WAR GOD
and BOUNCERS tied for first place, so congratulations to Drew Meek for BOUNCERS (slot 4) and to Michael Kennedy
(slot 3) for creating the other two winning clues.					
Ian Thompson
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Slot 1
Olympians
by
Crowsman

Prize
$50

Across clues describe
Olympic sports or events.
Down clues are cryptic.

Across

Down

1 See 17
4 Court event (9)
10 Outdoor team event (8)
11 Outdoor team event (6)
12 Field event (4,3)
13 Field event (7)
15 Track, field and road events (9)
17,1,30 Indoor event (5-5,9)
19 Gymnastics event (5)
21 Field event (4,5)
24 Indoor event (7)
25 Equestrian event (7)
28 Water event (6)
29 Road event (8)
30 See 17
31 Track or pool event (5)

2
3
5
6
7
8
9
14
16
18
20
22
23
26
27

Tyrone’s county town has ham go off (5)
Help a bishop, taking up coffee (7)
Expert turned up where Napoleon was exiled (4)
It indicates the qibla, except for that man coming up (6)
Greek character with obvious kind of energy (7)
Dagger marks have truncated relative size, like Cleopatra’s
Needle (9)
Bent part of university (7)
7 provider has forgotten about one in tragedy, perhaps (5)
Gypsy person relating about rabbi (9)
Who in France interrupts concerning pair in need? (7)
Settings for endless coleslaw salad (7)
Doctors meet up with a paralympian, perhaps (7)
Creature turns over thin layer (6)
Before long looking up a resort region in Queensland (5)
Sign: “Only women”! (4)

For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click on
ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page.

SEND
SOLUTIONS
TO:

ACC

By mail for:
Slots 1-5: Betty Siegman 2/46 Neale Street, Long Jetty NSW 2261
or email
betty_siegman@hotmail.com
Closing mail date 27 August 2021

BLANK
GRIDS
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Slot 6: Andrew Patterson 372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046
or email to mcandap@bigpond.net.au Closing mail date 10 September 2021
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Slot 2
Cryptic
by
JAXA

Prize
$50

Across
1 Considered me? Indeed! (6)
4 A wild beast becomes calm (6)
9 See using telepathy and inner eye (4)
10 Can’t be copied when, after small return,
I present something for discussion (10)
11 Pen maker holds special key for sea (6)
12 Painter caught short in trap, exposes
economic statistic (5,3)
13 Not knowing where some images are
processed (2,3,4)
15 Reportedly used wings in chimney (4)
16 Irrational numbers lose right to be found
in laundry (4)
17 More effeminate leadership group gets
recreational vehicle (6,3)
21 Half-time! Code maker gets a huge
amount of water! (5,3)
22 Informal leaders of Commonwealth and
State unions allowed levity (6)
24 Tremble without first mending part of
Uncle Fred’s staff sign (6,4)
25 Not quite everything in promos tantalizes
(4)
26 Spend a penny while holding back
plaything is a source of hallucinations (6)

•
•
•
•
•

27 A hundred, a hundred and one, a genus (6)
Down
1 Scorn badly constructed dais surrounded by
noise (7)
2 Conclusions of the big study group project in
Africa (5)
3 Showed Vince Edwards adjusted after losing
hospital rooms (7)
5 React angrily out loud concerning wedding
arrangements (6)
6 Brave heart in bank employee - someone going
places! (9)
7 Border where elves frolic around silver (7)
8 Old queen has accident at wet tourist attraction
(8,5)
14 Unleashed hounds by a lot of water in North
America (6,3)
16 Purr...it’s up so you can put your foot in it (7)
18 Peaceful when senior office worker leads odd
chief witch (7)
19 Area around Al’s wet place in Asia (4,3)
20 Insist on getting right into useful property (6)
23 Add Australian honour for tree (5)

General Comments
Always enjoy these challenging puzzles Michael McCabe
A lot of both general and specific knowledge was required to solve July’s crosswords! Nea Storey
You all deserve medals for looking out for my mental health. Thank you. Robyn Wimbush
Thanks to the ACC; at least our minds can keep open and working during lockdown. Kath Harper

ACC
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Slot 3
Cryptic
by
Pentangle

Prize
$50

Across
1 XXIII? (6)
4 Misprints found in heartless letters following
Age of Enlightenment? (8)
10 Perhaps scientist swapped tank top for eyeopening dress (7)
11 Gently introduces guy with no time to
transgress (5,2)
12 Drop rent (4)
13 Very unhappy experiences included in
television show (10)
15 Signals end of year goodbye (6)
16 Australian poet appears when Australian
artist sacrifices one for all (7)
20 Country with sex appeal in mind (7)
21 Short stake placed around border - it’s
original! (6)
24 Marrowsky declared, ‘Trimmed burial ground
has skeleton’s inside’ (4,6)
26 German title for musical announced (4)
28 Reportedly goes back and plants again (7)
29 Great show that is backed by Italy’s city of
long ago (7)
30 Start to study and analyse stone most thinly
scattered (8)
31 Earl admitted to poor taste in crockery (3,3)

Down
1 Reluctant to talk about the opening act
featuring one timeless revolution (8)
2 They say I defame European (9)
3 Catch on to branch (4)
5 Listed time off with injured side (8)
6 Be inclined to fill in tricky questions after start
of British TV programme (10)
7 Very brief attack (5)
8 Finish off unhappy place of residence - that’s
most rational (6)
9 Start, say, to fill container (5)
14 Give approval to harbouring revolutionary
statement of belief - very deep! (10)
17 When sleepers lose sleep initially, they become
slow movers (9)
18 Record-keepers repel attack on first son (8)
19 Member adopted by group of celebrities is
scaremonger (8)
22 Bird eats middle of cherry plant (6)
23 Staff officer happy to give up half pay to be
like 6 (5)
25 Big city topless girl uprooted tree! (5)
27 Arrived bareheaded, clutching his heart, for
mistress (4)

I find it hard to believe that this month marks thirty years since my first puzzle appeared in CROZWORLD. The enthusiasm
was obvious and so was the fact that I was a raw beginner. If there has been any improvement in my puzzles since then, it
is undoubtedly due to the generous advice and support of many of our wonderful members - particularly, Carole Noble, Noel
Jessop, David Stickley and Roy Wilson in the early days and in more recent times our brilliant puzzle editor, Ian Williams.
What a great club we have!							
Brian Tickle (Pentangle)

ACC
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Slot 4
AJ
by
P-Brane

Prize
$50

Solutions begin with the
given letter. Place them
in the grid jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A Opposed to even hitting back after initial
assault (4)
B Man losing bearing, right into a thorn
thicket (5)
C About Charlie! One right Conservative,
extreme antediluvian (5)
D Regardless adherence to unsettling diction
rare (11)
E Those crazy cultural characteristics (5)
F Flu temperature can gut one - upsetting to
varying degrees (11)
G Innate code of life changing, yet coping
(9)
H Hinder bad actor’s series (9)
I Infuriated short colour point worker (9)
J Vault opening an emergency procedure (9)
K Stall as thousands lose fifty but gain a
thousand (5)
L Moving process in unstable engine (9)
M Upending small red rum to ensnare
existence terminators perhaps (11)

ACC

N Emperor achieves nothing replacing Zulu with
Nyasa leader (4)
O Concerned with seeing procedure performed
on small arachnid (5)
P Wed one who sounds like a bit of an annoying
individual (9)
Q Siblings who in Paris are bridge partners (5)
R Diatribe recalled in ardent narrative (4)
S Respectful address to King together with
daughter he fathered (5)
T For wheel covers, initially take your rigs to the
Eastern States (5)
U Neat truce organised, so it’s said (9)
V Victor gets kiss for clothing style (1-4)
W Many past being in Tower executions (4)
X Foreign medium of communication for a
medium? (11)
Y Barbarian proclaiming happiness (5)
Z Period attitudes to size: get it sorted (9)
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Slot 5
Cryptic
by
Valkyrie

Prize
$50

All across solutions belong
to the same category
and their clues have no
definition.

Across
1 Fish with everything in puddle (10)
7 Priest’s outfit turned hot (4)
9 Most tackle is large in Belize (6)
10 Cold, hollow bunker (8)
11 Endless rage dogs fellow with short,
uneven walk (8)
14 Fine, small bat missed opening (6)
17 Cons bloodsuckers (12)
21 Tricky dog-leg by brook, right, left (12)
24 Silver dumped in sea (6)
26 Extremes of reality following the
introduction of trialling fast drug (8)
29 Endless chat line queue on radio (4,4)
30 Periodical about a group in Myanmar (6)
31 Quiet morning (4)
32 Box protects wobbly ladder (10)
Down
2 Decorative windows on the other hand, lie
artfully south (6)
3 Frenchman turns bad backing attack (5)
4 New Zealand city to be part of a great
holiday (5)

ACC

5 One who devours all has saint replaced by
male substitute (5)
6 Trots very slowly initially, shuffling each foot
forward, avoiding inner pelvic rotation (7)
7 Reduced adult time in sack (5)
8 Unfortunately active phase hid initial
loathsome conniving (9)
12 Ruffle casing of feather down (5)
13 Joined tailless snake to end of lizard (5)
15 Avoided spoken passage (4)
16 Large numbers of characters affect baggy ties
(9)
18 Intent Queen embraces mature years (5)
19 Devices to move top of seat down (5)
20 Outer garment includes black band (4)
22 Dearest possession in the Bible is wee,
frolicsome, sweet, innocent child (3-4)
23 Burns black birds (6)
25 Robot is rejected from game logarithm (5)
26 Scottish material from junction by small loch
(5)
27 Prove rule divides two thirds of 24 (5)
28 Sultry retreat kept secret by Spooner (5)
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Slot 6
Cryptic
by
Zinzan

Prize
$50

Across
1 Money-lender spurns unknown items of little
quality (6)
4 With the elimination of North Melbourne footy
tragic is excited! (8)
9 Be a match for tennis great, returning one
served over middle of net (5)
10 Left in predicament, identify a lack of
knowledge (5,4)
11 Apple assistant returns a synonym for ‘flag’ (4)
12 Historically small room a long-distance traveller
found in South Africa (4)
13 Old pro backs golf support (2,3)
15 Protective coat found in a transport option in
Hong Kong (7)
16 Matched group of individuals (4)
19 When layer’s excised, doctor has to stand up
(4)
20 ABC outsider leaves interrogation particularly
shaky (7)
23 Caribbean island may be unreal for those even
in retirement (5)
24 The setter is critical of substance (4)
25 Island’s pontoon outside a naval centre (4)
27 Shame priest, due to mess (9)
28 Major roads to the East and West of American
city (5)

29 Tortured drone in the song of lamentation (8)
30 Hold basic accommodation to tie up loose ends (6)
Down
1 Organised painting retrospective in the Eiffel
Tower? (8)
2 Zinzan’s had a cigarette outside to celebrate!
(4,2,2)
3 Stillness reduced an unknown by-product of
roasted minerals (4)
5 I competed with crack squad, splitting payment in
accordance with the rules (4-3-6)
6 Having much tolerance for mud coating convertible
(10)
7 Epitomise family’s limitations after pity party (6)
8 For example, disembarkment finishes before large
vessel proceeds (6)
10 A result of sinking others would largely be
unprecedented (5,3,5)
14 US resident’s informed one delegate is in front (10)
17 Venue limits mostly free backing by a major organ
supplier (4,4)
18 Queensland finally restored amenity level (8)
21 Pirate software etc supporting company (6)
22 Star’s gravity almost stifles all radiation originally
(6)
26 Radical idea system, particularly Bill of Rights (4)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Andrew Patterson 372 Great
North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046 email to mcandap@bigpond.net.au Closing mail date 10 September 2021
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Explanations for July Slots 1 to 5. Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev or < =
reversal; homophones are noted as “homoph” and words from which they are derived may be shown in
quotes; anagrams as anag. if straightforward, or (NNNN)*. “Heads” or “Tails” are first or last letters of part
of a clue; letters forming solutions are normally written as capitals and removals as lower case; hw or hidden
= hidden word. Explanations provided by individual compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Virgo. Down: 1 ROSE + ALL<, 2 dd, 3 OH + IO, 4 MUGS<, 5 heads, 6 (IS A COIN)*, 10 dd, 11
anag, 14 anag, 15 hidden, 16 S + HARD, 17 PR + AD + A, 21 SAM + OVA + R, 23 dd, 24 dd, 27 siERRas,
29 (sUITEd)*, 30 anag, 32 ERGO<, 33 hidden.
Slot 2 Penobscot. Across: 1 anag, 9 homoph “review”, 10 REAR + GUARD, 11 SOUND + EFFECT, 13 dd,
14 dd, 17 cd, 19 cd, 23 cd, 25 ID in PRESENT, 26 anag, 27 homoph “earns”, 28 homoph “Sir” + prises.
Down: 1 RA + REST, 2 anag, 3 MEN in (DEED)*, 4 TA + RIFF, 5 implicit anag, 6 anag, 7 dd, 8 cd, 12 cd, 15
cd, 16 dd, 18 cd, 20 cd, 21 cd, 22 dd, 24 dd.
Slot 3 Manveru. Across: 1 dd, 4 E + ENVOY* around ER, 10 TEXT+BOOK+S, 11 M(A+GI)C, 12
THOU(sand), 13 (MEANS+TEST)* around T, 15 hidden, 16 DIET+ER, 19 CYCLonES, 21 AVER + A + EG<, 23 (CIRCLED + O
+ O + S)*, 25 dd, 27 oRANGE, 28 (PERSISTENCY - pr)*, 29 (TRESS) in ShEd + S, 30 DRAW< round GO. Down: 1 A(L for t)
TITUDE, 2 ANY round (LOUIS X)*, 3 OR(B for c)S, 5 V+ID round SITE, 6 MEMBER in REED, 7 hidden , 8 EX+CU+SE, 9 T+T in
BOLE, 14 (Z + BOULDERS)* around L, 17 AXE< + MIN(d)ING, 18 DE(P+L+O+Y)ED, 20 (C in IS)< + fENCE, 21 A(GEN(C)Y),
22 hidden, 24 d(OWNER), 26 r(A)t(S)o(I)d(A)r.
Slot 4 St Jude. A A+BAND+ON+MEN+T, B dd, C CAP+RICE, D DUTCH+UNCLE, E rEGESTs, F FLE(NS)E, G GOO+SEt, H
homoph “heard”, I hidden, J dd, K KOrAN, L LE+TUP, M MALE+ViOLENCE, N anag, O &lit, P PER+USuAL, Q QUAT+RAINS, R
anag., S STAR(L)ING, T TRANS+ homoph “crypt”, U UMP+TEENs+T+H, V V+A+GRANT, W WEAR+DOWN, X XENO+PUSs, Y
anag, Z (laze)*+OUS.
Slot 5 InGrid. Theme words are indicated ^. Across: 1 (noma(i)d)> +d ^, 5 anag, 9 c+hin+o, 10 oven+ready, 11
(commissioner - con)*^, 12 dm, 13 e+n+close, 15 homoph “lie”+net<, 17 cad+mi+um^, 19 anag^ , 21 volt+a, 23
rare+ga+ses^, 25 red+gi+ants, 26 e+prom, 27 anag , 28 lam+ c in ark. Down: 1 dm, 2 a(mino)+acid^, 3 O3^, 4
dio(xi)de/o2^, 5 raTHER MALignant, 6 anag, 7 (poison oak - soon)*, 8 homoph “crypt” +on”^, 14 (ox+an idiot)*^,
16 (rate+surer)*, 17 c+over+up, 18 m+(senior)*, 19 a+lo+rose< ^, 20 (mash)* in yak, 22 lad+e+d, 24 gooGLE A
Mesmerising.

Derek Harrison's Crossword Centre newsletter for June focusses on the May prize puzzle published by the
Centre entitled Confusion Down Under from our own Flowerman, which attracted much praise from solvers due
to its ingenuity. It is said to have kept one solver occupied for 3 weeks! Perhaps a slot 9? There is also some
interesting correspondence on technicalities in a clue that appeared in a recent Cyclops' puzzle in Private Eye.
You can access and subscribe to Derek's newsletters at http://www.crossword.org.uk/newsletter.html
Donations to the Prize Fund: Richard and Dorothy Skinner have kindly donated their
recent prize back to the Prize Fund - many thanks for your generosity!
Corrigenda: The email address for Quiz 7/2021 is ullaaxelsen@hotmail.com . The
closing date for the quiz is 13 August 2021. Our apologies for the omissions.
Missing dots: Kath Harper received a dot for June's Slot 5 catalogue of ills.
Solution FRAZ WORD SQUARE 6-11 (July issue)

Solution FRAZ WORD SQUARE 7-1 (July issue)

ACC

Join our Facebook group
and discuss anything to do
with words and puzzles. (No
discussion of current
prize puzzles please.)
Search for Australian
Crossword Club or click
the hyperlink
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Member Comments

July 1: Virgo (Audrey Austin)
• Loved this puzzle. Blossom Dearie was a real
blast from the past. Thank you. Trish McPherson
• A fun twist on Slot 1. Julie Leigh
• I always enjoy Audrey’s themed puzzles and
really liked the clues for ROSELLA, FAIR and
SMUG. Brian Tickle
• Always good to get onto a new set of puzzles.
Allan Border or Alan Border? [Whoops - Ed!] Ann
Millard
• A great collection of well-known people, past and
present. Ulla Axelsen
• Took a while for the penny to drop. Seemed
across clues were impossible at first. Roy Taylor
• Liked the working of SAMOVAR. Max Roddick
• Innovative and entertaining touch to have all
names in the acrosses. Is an OGRE myth or
mythic? Problem with SMUG? [Gum as a verb is
US slang for fool – Adj.] Tony Dobele
• I found this quite difficult, especially for a slot
1. Not having heard of a couple of the across
solutions didn’t help at all! Love a challenge!
Julie Crowe
• What a clever concept to require completion of
those names! Had to find one to represent COTM
and Max Beerbohm Tree is the most unusual.
[Actually, it was his half-brother Herbert who
added Tree to his name – Adj.] Ron Carpenter
• An extra challenge for the setter, to make all the
across clues personal names! Reminds me how
much I liked Virgo’s crosswords. Nea Storey
• Clever theme of famous names! Robyn McKenzie
• Hoping my answers SOPHIA and EDITH are
correct. Anxious to see how the clues fit. Lynn
Jarman
• Never has slot 1 been so confusing, particularly
20A. Who the “L” is it! Richard Skinner
• Alan Border? Robyn Wimbush
• An interesting theme - BEERBOHM had me
puzzled for a bit. Mike Potts
• An interesting variation on the usual half and half
format. Kath Harper
• I hadn’t thought of our hero, Garfield Sobers,
for over 60 years. All the names brought back
memories - thanks Virgo. Gabriel Fuller
• Good fun. Jean Evans
• Clever to fit all the names in! I had not heard of
Beerbohm Tree before.. Kathy Horadam
July 2: Penobscot (Maurice Cowan)
• I had to look closely at the dictionary to see if
I should put PINCH or PITCH at 19A. I hope I
chose correctly! Fraser Simpson
• I really liked the reverse anagram for STAKE OUT
as well as the clues for IN ORDER and BRICK
KILN. Brian Tickle
• Clues are fine but not keen on the grid. Len
Colgan
• For some reason, no matter the slot number, I
nearly always find Penobscot challenging with
lots of AHA moments. Ulla Axelsen
• Some easy clues, some requiring very lateral
thinking. Roy Taylor
• Enjoyable puzzle, favourite clues REAR GUARD,
STAKE OUT and SIDECARS. Joan Smith
• Very satisfying puzzle with some lovely clues.
Bev Cockburn
• Some excellent clues from Penobscot! Caroline

ACC
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Mackay-Sim
An enjoyable challenge. Nea Storey
I enjoyed working out STAKE OUT and know it is
a kind of anagram but not sure what it’s called.
Robyn McKenzie
A little bit of quirkiness to lighten the mood. Kath
Harper
Very enjoyable. Jean Evans
RAREST and STAKEOUT were great clues. I opted
for LOAD (as in load or charge a weapon) rather
than LEAD but both could work at 7D. Kathy
Horadam

July 3: Manveru (Michael Kennedy)
• I liked the WAR GOD clue at 30A. At 17D,
EXAMINING, I didn’t understand the part about
avoiding downwash at launch [First letter of
“downwash” in the surface reading context –
Adj]. Fraser Simpson
• Had to be very careful in this one. Andrew
Patterson
• A very high average number of words per clue
in this, but overall the wordplay was not too
complex. Ian Thompson
• Manveru is a master at obfuscation...
embarrassed to admit how long ORBS and
SCARES took me! Michael McCabe
• Always a pleasure to solve Manveru puzzles as
the clues are always so logical. Ulla Axelsen
• Tricky puzzle, hopefully correct. Favourite clues
DIETER, STRESSES and BOTTLE. Joan Smith
• Some really tricky but fair clues from our Clue
Master. Bev Cockburn
• Some excellent clues e.g. WAR GOD,
REMEMBERED, DEPLOYED, AGENCY and OWNER.
Anne Simons
• I find these longer clues quite difficult, and used
a fair bit of guesswork! I am giving my vote for
COTM to ORBS because it puzzled me for so
long -and was so obvious once I’d solved it! Nea
Storey
• I loved the clues for DIETER and WAR GOD
especially. Robyn McKenzie
• Some harder type parsing for a Slot 3? Richard
Skinner
• Some great clues loved AMAZON and OWNER.
Jean Evans
• Every clue tells a story. I love it! Kath Harper
• The clues for STATEMENTS, DIETER and
CROCODILES really appealed. RANGE and
OWNER were guesses, here’s hoping. Kathy
Horadam
July 4: St Jude (Drew Meek)
• I liked the eight different word-lengths of the
solutions and the clues for STARING and WEAR
DOWN as well as the reverse anagram for
OUTPOST. Brian Tickle
• Great fun. I love the AJs. Fraser Simpson
• What I didn’t know... DUTCH UNCLE, KOAN and
XENOPUS but now I do! Great work St Jude hope of the hopeless. Michael McCabe
• I dislike ‘little’ in the X clue. Either ‘short’ or
‘tailless’ would be better. Len Colgan
• Another enjoyable AJ. Ulla Axelsen
• A bit harder than the usual AJ, but just as
enjoyable. Max Roddick
continued on page 14
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AUGUST 1 2021 NAME..............................

Clue of the Month ......................

Send solution to Andrew Patterson 372 Great

North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046 email to		
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Quiz 8/2021 Disciplines by St Jude. Each answer contains a definition for the whole answer (which the
word length indicates). Each answer has a common letter pattern that is omitted from the wordplay for the
clue. Solutions are in alphabetical order. Send your entries to Drew Meek 6 Levien Street Scullin 2614 ACT: or
preferably by e-mail: drewski1@ hotmail.com . Please note that mail entries will be sent to Switzerland via a
forwarding service so please send solutions by email if possible, or allow at least two weeks before the closing
date to be sure that your entry is received. Closing Date: 10 September 2021. Prize $50.
1 Yard nerd assembled hoisting apparatus (4-3-5)
2 Darns up messily with great haste (4,3,4)
3 Prison for Psophodes olivaceus (8)
4 Scan old tailor (7)
5 Seaweed rope (8)
6 Corrupt plant propagation method (4-5)
7 Operative advantage (4,4)
8 Condition shinto ape! (4,4,5)
9 Lift up old beggar dressed as a sailor (8)
10 Tie injury (8)
11 For each fashionable pretentious little person (6-2)
12 Impudent lad to break in two regressive agents (14)

6-2021 Cryptic by Zinzan (Andrew Patterson)
Entries received 57; Correct 49; Success rate
86%.
Prizewinner: Len Colgan. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
This puzzle was a bit of a homage to one of my
favourite setters, the Guardian’s Brendan. He always
has a theme of some sort and is always worthwhile.
There was no really big problem for solvers, only
a scattering of random errors. Maybe only PERIOD
presented as BEHIND. I’m not sure why BEHIND
might be the ‘obvious’ answer (see comments) but a
couple went for it. I hoped people knew Air Jordans
as shoes – they are pretty global.
Explanations – Across: 6 (d-g-) in brie, 8
a,PP,(drove)*, 9 je(tsk,I)er, 10 ------in dia---, 11 -an deem a d--------- <, 12 N,antes, 13
(AGL,rewarded)*, 18 k-o-k- a- k-o-, 20 ra(sca-)lly,
22 (l-kely)*, 23 c--------,(painful)*, 24 b(r)others,
25 (p)lugged. Down: 1 free,yaw<, 2 per,i-----,OD,
3 (tp,plan)*outside 1,O [bits], 4 Jo(r---d)an, 5
R,eg + lead with “a” promoted, 7 d,is,ten,------d,
8 various air/grace connections, 14 (annoyed)*,S,
15 AMA zing, 16 ocker in My!, 17 c(l----e)ared,
19 a,bl(u)e,TT, 21 s------,up,ply. Airs and graces:
– airbridge, Air India, Grace Kelly, Grace Brothers,
grace period, Air Jordan (Nike shoe), Amazing
Grace, Air Supply
Solvers’ Comments
• Nice theme; well executed. Ian McKenzie
• Liked MOCKER, CLEARED and RASCALLY. LOI
was PERIOD, where “a head = per” is a bit iffy.
An enjoyable puzzle. Len Colgan
• Lots of good tricky clues there. Roy Taylor
• Clever puzzle with excellent clues. Ian
Thompson
• This was a really curly one but very satisfying to
complete! Thank you Zinzan! Judy Ferguson
• So good. Glad I didn’t have to choose a COTM!
Bit shaky on a couple of answers and looking
forward to explanations. Eileen O’Brien
• In 2dn, (BEHIND) was the obvious answer
(Be-HI-nd); but did not fit the hint in 8dn.
Finally settled on PERIOD (Per-I-OD - grace
period). Took me a little while to twig to 3dn
(OPTIONAL) because I missed the “both bits”
reference. Alan Dyer
• Some really clever difficult clues here. I was
struggling for some time to complete this
Maureen Blake

ACC

13 Stroke dog (7)
14 He takes the blame for some flipping upset yob (8,3)
15 Tests network accessibility with twine bindings (9)
16 Nightjar’s weak desire (12)
17 Collection of cash for drinks (4-5)
18 Lots, mostly not hard (5,2)
19 Steering lever crew (9)
20 Embroider a hasty composition (10)
21 Old prank that engulfed Established Church(4,3,3)
22 First rate toy (4-3)
23 Parasite to work secretly (8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Word play took a long time to work out for some of
the clues. Definition for CLEARED very tricky. Ulla
Axelsen
How clever to tie together such disparate elements
with a central phrase! Kath Harper
A few guesses in this puzzle eagerly waiting to see
the explanations. Favourite clue JET-SKIER Joan
Smith
What a feast of great clues! Robyn McKenzie
8D was interesting until.. Airs and Graces indeed
although we had to look up a couple I must admit.
Richard Skinner
Great use of theme clue; one of the answers being
my favourite band; Air Supply! Bev Cockburn
Challenging...I liked the theme Fraser Simpson
Some interesting clues. Liked the one for jet-skier
Jean Evans

Putting the cart before the horse. The earliest known
reference to 'putting the cart before the horse' comes in
John Heywood's A Dialogue conteinyng the nomber in
effect of all the Prouerbes in the Englishe tongue, 1589:
"To tourne the cat in the pan, Or set the cart before the
hors."
Heywood was there comparing two things that were
similarly nonsensical - cooking a cat and putting the
cart before the horse.
A hysteron proteron is a figure of speech we inherited
from the Greeks, in which the thing that should come
second is put first; for example, 'putting on one's shoes
and socks'. It isn't surprising that, when needing an
Anglicised proverb to express that notion, the English
turned toward what they knew best, that is, agriculture,
and in particular, horses. There are more 'horse phrases'
in English than those referring to any other animal,
including 'man's best friends', dogs.
The notion of things being the opposite of what they
rightfully should be seems to have played on the minds
of the English at the time when modern English began to
be formed, that is, in the 16th century. It is a common
theme in Shakespeare and The Tempest, Macbeth and
A Midsummer Night's Dream all contain 'world turned
upside down' magical elements
We thank A Phrase a Week for permission to reproduce this article
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Crowsman's Corner 3
Slot 7
Cryptic
by
Crowsman

Prize
$50

Across
1 Central Asian conical cap with ironwork
edges (5)
4 Foil Sadat, possibly, in major conflict (6,3)
9 Impudent young fellows, jockeys for
example, head south (15)
10 Turn back doctor again (7)
11 Schedule includes a barbecue (7)
12 Drains make springs recede (4)
13 Wine colour is something etched in one’s
memory, perhaps (10)
16 Study exclusion disconnects the old (10)
17 Long expedition ignoring boundaries,
roaming here? (4)
20 Where one examines witnesses? (7)
21 After short spasm, snakes get rodents (7)
22 After time and money, those voicing
disapproval are fix-it men (7,8)

23 Highly thought of cardinal consumes spirit - not
right! (9)
24 Packs presents (5)
Down
1 Endlessly, the sucker turned up for checks (7)
2 Examples of teamwork are arthroplasties (5,10)
3 Captain rejecting small fish (6)
4 Crack right through statue (5)
5 Vehicle has both sides finished (4,5)
6 A place interrupts rest-break for a big hand (8)
7 Garland’s rage about English smelly cows (6,2,7)
8 Extra distance (7)
14 Blushing, massage with Eastern perfume (9)
15 Exhaust turned black, but not bad (8)
16 Reverse rubbish transport vehicle (7)
18 Defends upset mistress abandoned by male (7)
19 Mention verbally one’s pin? (6)
21 SE Asian terrorists initially held holy war (5)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Len Colgan, 1 Ailsa Avenue,
Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) by email to len.colgan@unisa.edu.au
Closing mail date: Friday 10 September 2021.

ACC
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Quiz 6/2021. Mammaphilia by Child’s Play
(Brian Symons).
Results: Entries 28 Correct: 22 U Axelsen, M
Blake, L Carroll, B Cockburn, J Fowler, P Garner,
K Harper, G Lloyd, C McClelland, R McKenzie, A
Miles A Millard, S Pinder, D Rosendorff, W Ryan, B
Siegman, F Simpson, R Skinner, R Taylor, M Veress;
21 P Abbott, W Allen, A Dyers, P Heath, D Jones, F
Martin, M Procter; 20 C Wilcox.
Prizewinner: Pat Garner. Congratulations!
Setter’s comments:
This was intended to be an enjoyable and somewhat
easier quiz and so it turned out. There were very few
mistakes. Otter fitted 2 answers but if the wrong
one (potter instead of blotter) was used full marks
were impossible. Apart from one typo dots were lost
for using the same mammal more than once and
unfortunately an adder is not a mammal and bull
ant is not a single word. As expected members came
up with several correct alternatives---dogtrot, deer
and, amazingly, Santa. Orange was also accepted as
apparently the orang is known as the orange ape.
Answers: 1 scowling, 2 spigot, 3 spumante, 4
blotter, 5 pounce, 6 dandelion, 7 humane, 8
foxtrot, 9 tableland, 10 sealant, 11 share, 12
ankle, 13 flaccid, 14 starlet, 15 perambulate,
16 message, 17 flow, 18 repair, 19 taboo, 20
beloved, 21 nougats, 22 bungle.
Solvers’ Comments
• I really enjoyed this great quiz. Michael Veress
• Thanks for this bit of fun. Pat Garner
• Loved your innovative quiz. Bev Cockburn
• I had fun solving this, especially trying to think
backwards in the second half. Leslie Carroll
• A challenging quiz where the answers cannot be
Googled. Jenny Wenham
• I am amazed how compilers come up with such
variety. Maureen Blake
• A very enjoyable quiz I could do while camping
with no reference material. Ulla Axelsen
• A really fun quiz. How do you keep thinking
them up? Phil Heath
• I had finished when the correction for vole
came through and I found I had got it right for
the wrong reason [you were not alone, Jim,
including me – B]. J Fowler

FRAZ WORD SQUARE 6-12 (Solution next month)
Identical words read across and down in this square.
Clues are not listed in order.
• Country band comes by road in January
• Cheer for a matador catching Spanish river bird
• Puzzle pancake maker first off
• Avoided returning degrees after odd changes
• Claim a shelf in the auditorium
• Had to have given a massage to my ear

Members' Comments (continued from p10)
July 4: St Jude (Drew Meek) (cont'd)
•

Very nice AJ, particularly liked the clue for
OUTPOST. Tony Dobele
• Liked the two word clues for BOUNCERS and JUICE.
Bev Cockburn
• Great fun! Lots of sleuthing required. Judy Ferguson
• Good workout for an old brain! Robyn McKenzie
• My favourite puzzle. Jean Evans
• Always enjoyable, especially the clues for
MALEVOLENCE, OUTPOST and UMPTEENTH. Kathy
Horadam
• CAPRICE was last one in. Nice. And OUTPOST was a
lovely Eureka! moment. William Ryan
July 5: InGrid (Jean Barbour)
• The lacy/lace typo in 19A didn’t slow me down
for long. What did slow me down was reflexively
writing in RED DWARFS instead of RED GIANTS!
Fraser Simpson
• Nice theme. I liked the clues for AMINO ACID and
AEROSOL. Brian Tickle
• A good workout. ALCHEMY had me going for a while
until I realised it should be ‘lacy hem’, which was
confirmed in Accolade. Ulla Axelsen
• Should 19ac be LACY HEM (rather than LACE HEM)
to form an anagram of ALCHEMY? Keith Williams
• Really enjoyable, although I am not happy with
19ac, ALCHEMY. Ann Millard
• Not sure whether to put ‘OSONE’ or ‘OZONE’ for
that clue! Tricky!! Judy Ferguson
• Fascinating challenge. Roy Taylor
• Clever ALCHEMY theme. Should 19ac be ‘lacy hem’?
Tony Dobele
• Cleverly contained ten themed words including my
COTM! Bev Cockburn
• I found this one challenging. Eventually found the
ten related answers - I hope! Anne Simons
• All that science - elements, gases, hot air - left me
seeing stars! Nea Storey
• I liked the oven ready idea! Robyn McKenzie
• I’m worried about 19 across, ALCHEMY. Unless the
clue is in error, I am. Richard Skinner
• I know there is no ‘Y’ in ‘LACE HEM’ but I wanted
one for YASHMAK!!! Eileen O’Brien
• Finally, I find a justification for my quarter century
of teaching Chemistry! Mike Potts
• 19ac - tangled lacY hem perhaps? Corryn Anderson
• Some fun clues including RED GIANTS, EPROM and
MERINOS. Ron Jarman
• Interesting. Jean Evans
• Fingers crossed on ALCHEMY! Kath Harper
• The undefined clues were interesting. Jean Evans
FRAZ WORD SQUARE 7-2 (Solution next month)
Identical words read across and down in this square.
Clues are not listed in order.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACC

Newborn’s outfit still tucked into behind
Donate artisanal masks growing rapidly in
popularity (3 words.)
Malicious about loss in pigment
Awkward teen, blushing, came in
Mischievous kid with big deposit burst in
Pretend treaty is accepting of the people
(hyphenated.)
As Spooner might say, check court order
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Solution to June Crowsman's Corner 2

June 7-2021: Crowsman’s Corner 2 by Crowsman
(Len Colgan)
Entries 59. Correct 51. Success rate 86%.
Prizewinner: Philip Coote. Congratulations!
Adjudicator’s Comments: I am glad Crowsman’s
Corner has enabled the publication of this old puzzle.
It contains some of my favourite clues which have
received heart-warming comments. The only multiple
incorrect answer was MOOREA, where the errors might
be typos.
Explanations. Across: 1 dd, 5 dd, 9 PRO + ROGUE,
10 MOO + (a)REA, 12 (RIDE PETS)* + NATIONS,
13 GRAN(CRADLE*)NY, 16 NIGHT(IN)GALES, 21
THICK(HEADED)NESS, 22 hidden, 23 TURN + PIKE,
24 T moved back in STAGES, 25 A in ST SIMON.
Down: 1 P(OP)UPS, 2 OZ + ONES, 3 PI(ONE)ER, 4
COUNT EN(h)ANCES, 6 (TO CRUEL)*, 7 TURN OVER,
8 H(EARS)AY + S(cuttlebutt), 11 UNCLEAN + DAUNT,
14 (f)UNCTIONS, 15 (i)GNITING(I)<, 17 AT< +
KINGS, 18 END IN GS, 19 (M(addona) + SIXES)<, 20
(e)ASTERN.

Solvers’ comments:
• Beautifully compiled as usual. IGNITING was a
• A toughie. I really enjoyed this. Hard to pick a
clever clue. It got me looking for longer examples
favourite clue, but I’ll go with ST(A)SIMON Fraser
of an “almost palindrome” and I came up with
Simpson
LEVITATIVE. NIGHTINGALES had me confused for • Excellent clues Doreen Jones
a while. Ian Thompson
• Thanks again Len. Wasn’t quite sure how
• Crowsman’s excellent puzzles are getting HARDER!
NIGHTINGALES could mean watch but here’s hoping
SEXISM a very good clue. Roy Taylor
[their collective noun – Adj]!! Jean Evans
• Brilliant in my ‘humble’! But STASIMON - never
• If there was a COTM for Slot 7 then ENDINGS would be
hear that dropped casually in day to day converse!
a worthy nominee. Frank Martin
But no.2 - will dine out on ENDINGS for a long
• Loved ENDINGS! Alison Martin
time - laughed and laughed when the penny
• Slot 7 was good fun. Thank you Crowsman! Caroline
dropped. Almost makes up for calling granny an
Mackay-Sim
old woman!!! Eileen O’Brien
• A great puzzle with so many long words. Had a
Lighten your day with a pun or two ...
laugh at 18 down, END IN GS Betty Siegman
• I have a few jokes about unemployed people, but
• Liked the word play on 15dn IGNITING Alan Dyer
none of them work
• Found UNCLE AND AUNT very amusing. Danuta
• How do you make holy water?- You boil the hell out
Rosendorff
of it
• Great puzzle with good clues;
•
Will glass coffins be a success? - Remains to be seen
favourites were SCOTCH, PROROGUE,
• What’s the difference between a hippo and a zippo? COUNTENANCES,TURNOVER, SEXISM and
One is really heavy and the other is a little lighter
especially UNCLE AND AUNT. Thank you Len. Joan
•
What do you call a bee that can’t make up its mind?
Smith
- A maybe
• Thanks for this Len. I loved the clue for ENDINGS
I tried to sue the airline for losing my luggage. - I
and thought UNCLE AND AUNT really fun. Maureen •
lost my case
Blake
• Is it ignorance or apathy that’s destroying the world
• Another very enjoyable challenge by Crowsman.
today? - I don’t know and don’t really care
Ulla Axelsen
•
Which country’s capital has the fastest-growing
• Thanks, Len. I like getting an extra puzzle every
population? - Ireland. Every day it’s Dublin.
other month. Ann Millard
• My ex-wife still misses me. - But her aim is starting
• Good fun. Kath Harper
to improve
• There are always so many clever ways of looking
•
The guy who invented the door knocker got a no-bell
at words in your puzzles, Len. IGNITING was one
prize
of many. Robyn McKenzie
• I saw an ad for burial plots, and I thought: That’s the
• Great fun! Thank you Crowsman. Judy Ferguson
last thing I need!
• Typical confusing synonyms from Len. Had to look
• If you need an Ark - I Noah guy
up NIGHTINGALES for Watch as well. Richard
• Sleeping comes so naturally to me, I could do it with
Skinner
my eyes closed
• Wonderful puzzle, chock-full of really wonderful
•
What did the grape say when it got stepped on? clues, namely clues for STASIMON, SEXISM,
Nothing, but it let out a little whine
IGNITING, ENDINGS and, of course UNCLE AND
•
Did you hear about the guy who got hit in the head
AUNT plus many more!! Bev Cockburn
with a can of soda? He was lucky it was a soft drink.
•
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Son: “Dad, can you tell me what a solar eclipse is?”
Dad: “No sun.”
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